Barry Goldwater Scholarship

**Award Details**

Emphasis: Academic; Research

Barry Goldwater Scholarships are awarded to outstanding undergraduates who are studying mathematics, natural sciences or engineering and who intend to pursue a research career. Award benefits include up to $7,500 per year for a maximum of two years to pay for tuition, fees, books, and room and board.

**Eligibility**

- Applicants must be college sophomores or juniors studying mathematics, natural sciences or engineering and must indicate their intention to pursue a doctoral degree in one of these disciplines.
- The scholarship is not open to applicants who have completed an undergraduate degree or are not currently enrolled in college/university.
- The scholarship is open to some international students – those holding a U.S. resident visa and who sign an affidavit indicating their intent to become a U.S. citizen.
- Minimum GPA requirement: equivalent of B average; however, most scholars have a GPA above 3.9.
- Institutional endorsement is required and advisors must submit on behalf of candidate.

**Candidate Profile**

Key Characteristics Sought by Review Committee

- Academically outstanding undergraduates who can make a compelling case that they intend to and will actually pursue a research career in mathematics, natural sciences or engineering

**Application**

Date Application Available: September

Internal Application Due Date: December

Final Application Due Date: January